




















 A Study on the Model of Preparation for Automatic Control 






Automatic control technology is a foundation stone, and its level will 
directly affect the country's overall industrial performance. The purpose 
of the study leads to analyze, to build and to experiment all levels of 
staff’s job competence on electrical industries automatic control 
technology by practice-oriented concept. First, proceed with competency 
analysis of electrical automatic control technologists, and establish 
electrical industries automatic control technologist’s competency 
standards and common standards of each level of whose ability. Secondly, 
establish electrical industries automatic control technologist’s 
qualifications framework to suit the employment of electrical industries 
automatic control technologists by duties and tasks. Then, explore 
available models about electrical industries automatic control 
technologist’s model of preparation curriculum and materials. Finally, 
provide the summative evaluation for electrical industries automatic 
control technologist’s model of preparation. The conclusion will provide 
references for the electrical industries automatic control technologists 
training in educational institutions and for the employment in electrical 
industries so that technologist’s competency grown in schools and in 
industries can be focused and corresponded with each other. Thus, it will 
become our future standards of national qualifications framework (NQF). 
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